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Designing for Icons:
EQ Office Owns and Manages Some of the
Most Renowned Buildings in the World
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TRAINING DESKS

Workrite’s LOS Computer Training Desks are All New
Workrite’s Line of Sight 3.0 training and
computer desks now feature a full lid, allowing for larger monitors and a sleeker
look and the ability to transform training
and education space with a touch of a button.
Traditional computer based classrooms
and training rooms can be eyesores. Computers sit on top of desks, taking up the
whole desk space and block the view of
the student to the instructor. Unsightly,
exposed cables can cause accidents, and
expensive equipment is vulnerable to theft
and damage. Often computers sit empty for a large portion of the day when there are not computer-based classes in session.
This new solution improves the quality of teaching, clears the clutter, solves damage and theft
issues and increases room utilization.
DESKS

BDI’s Stance Lift Desk Brings Elevated Style, Function to
Offices
The latest in BDI’s lift standing desk series is the Stance lift desk, which brings an elevated office
solution to the workspace. With the idea that one size does not fit all office needs, Stance is available in three sizes and can be customized with various accessories.
The series is designed to offer a sitting or standing height range of 24 to 49 inches, allowing users to
find their ideal working position. A digital keypad —
which can be mounted on the left or right side of the
desk according to preference — can be programmed
with up to four user-defined presets, allowing up
to two people to set their ideal sitting and standing
height with just the push of a button.
Additional features include a satin-etched, tempered glass top for a durable, smooth work surface and a wire-management ledge that keeps cords
and cables organized and out of sight. The wire management ledge can also house a power strip,
which allows it to serve as the workstation’s power hub.
As a versatile sit-and-stand desk solution, Stance offers an optional modesty panel that can be
installed on the back of the desk for privacy. An optional keyboard/storage drawer is lined with
non-slip material to keep contents inside secure and close at hand.
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